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OpenLimit Holding AG: Outstanding cooperation to build an identification
server for electronic identity cards (eID server).
Baar, August 13, 2010 ― Impuls systems GmbH and OpenLimit have formed a close
cooperation to build an eID server. The collaboration, with the objective that the impuls
systems GmbH will provide an authentication service to its customers, will begin
immediately. The assignment includes consulting, planning and implementation of the eID
server in the context of the new electronic identity card in Germany and will run for several
years.
The impuls systems GmbH has successfully executed over 100 IT projects for its parent
company, the impuls Finanzmanagement AG. In cooperation with OpenLimit the impuls group
is the first financial service provider which fully integrates the electronic identity card in all
areas. The impuls Finanzmanagement AG acts as an independent financial services provider
and is a market leading broker in the private health insurance sector.
OpenLimit is proud to have the chance to work with this important customer.

About OpenLimit
OpenLimit Holding AG is an internationally leading provider of certified software solutions
for electronic signatures and identities. Our software components can easily be integrated
into existing applications, enabling a highly efficient management of electronic documents,
media-consistent workflows and process optimisation in all business sectors. OpenLimit
holds the very first certification recognising world-wide compliance with international
security standard, Common Criteria EAL 4+, guaranteeing the highest degree of security and
legal validity currently achievable.
Additional information is available under: http://www.openlimit.com/en
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Legal Disclaimer
The content of this announcement is for informational purposes only and does not represent
an investment recommendation, a solicitation to a private placement or an offer to
purchase or sell stock or any other financial instrument of the Company. OpenLimit Holding
AG shall assume no liability for losses occurred directly or indirectly as a result of providing
this information. This, in particular, applies to potential losses incurred with stock of
OpenLimit Holding AG.
This announcement contains forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are
statements which do not describe actual facts from the past; they also comprise statements
about our assumptions and expectations. Every statement in this press release which
reflects our intentions, assumptions, expectations or forecasts (together with the
assumptions that give rise to our views) constitutes a forward-looking statement. These
statements refer to plans, estimates and forecasts which are currently available to the
management of OpenLimit Holding AG. Thus forward-looking statements only refer to the
day on which they were made. We shall accept no obligation to adjust and / or publicize such
adjusted statements in the light of new information or future results.

